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Practice exam question 

Connecting First World War and 
its aftermath texts 
Luke McBratney 

Guidance for the question on p. 11. 

Part of the main body of an answer 
Both texts explore alienation: a concept that Andrew Ward defines as ‘the dislocating psychological 
impact of combat’. This is dramatised directly: in Journey’s End it is best seen in Stanhope’s 
discussion about fear to Osbourne, while in Regeneration it is evident in the consultations between 
Rivers and his patients. Unlike the professional discussions involving Rivers in which the psychiatrist 
wants the patient to explore his feelings and past experiences openly, fully and directly, there is a 
tentative, fearful quality as Stanhope begins to reveal how he sometimes feels dislocated from normal 
experiences. As he develops this topic — ‘Looking at you now there’s your uniform – your jersey – 
shirt – vest – then beyond that’ — Osborne interrupts, and tries to change the subject by saying ‘Let’s 
talk about something else’.  This is an intimate moment, and, occurring as it does right at the play’s 
core towards the climax of Act II, Scene 1, it is a significant one. After the earlier moments of activity, 
talk of the attack and the brief interlude of comedy through Mason’s offer of ‘a nice plate of sardines’, 
the audience has been prepared for this quiet time when only two characters remain on stage and to 
listen closely when the conversation becomes increasingly personal. By contrast to Regeneration’s 
context as a novel of the 1990s — when broader discussions of feelings and definitions of masculinity 
were becoming widespread, there is a stiff-upper-lipped reluctance to express emotion openly that is 
typical of old-fashioned British attitudes that were pervasive well into the mid-twentieth century. While 
clearly wanting to unburden himself, Sheriff shows power of social conventions in concealing male 
emotions by having Stanhope treat this serious topic lightly: he apologises for broaching it, speaks 
while ‘[laughing]’ and discusses mental illness in humorous terms — ‘You don’t think I’m going potty?’; 
and after Osborne’s affirmation of his sanity, he speaks while ‘[throwing back his head and laughing]’. 

Beneath the surface humour, lies a serious representation of alienation. The actor playing Stanhope 
might play the scene in such a way as to reveal the strain under which his character works and under 
which he might be breaking. As well as through defeated body language or slightly disturbed facial 
expressions, Stanhope’s laughter might be made to seem inappropriate or manic – certainly more 
suggestive of mental instability than mirth. The actual language Sheriff gives Stanhope expresses 
dislocation and mental strain but in a more objective fashion. He describes the ‘sudden feeling that 
everything’s going farther and farther away – till you’re the only thing in – in the universe – and you 
struggle to get back – and can’t.’ The semantic field of distance and the descriptions of vastness and 
disconnectedness express the character’s alienation perfectly, which is further heightened by the 
broken nature of the speech — fractured as it is through dashes and the shift from the first to the 
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second person. Thus, it exemplifies Ward’s definition of alienation in terms of its ‘dislocating effect’ 
and it does so in a way that is both personal to Stanhope’s experience and common to many soldiers. 

By contrast with Osborne, who dismisses Stanhope’s disturbed thoughts as ‘Bit of nerve strain, that’s 
all’, Rivers does all in his power to facilitate the expression of his patients’ feelings. For example, in the 
discussion before he places Prior in a hypnotic trance, he brushes aside Prior’s hostility and allows ‘A 
short silence’ to build which allows Prior to turn away from his antagonism towards Rivers’ treatment 
and back to his feelings of entrapment and his nightmares. Rather than move the discussion on as 
Osborne does, Rivers invites greater revelations. He does so not only by what he says but also by 
how he says it. Barker makes most of his sentences short and/or interrogative, drawing attention away 
from Rivers and placing the conversational onus on Prior. Rather than being simply a sympathetic 
listener like Osborne, Rivers is presented as both personally sympathetic and professionally skilled. 
He uses humour — for example, calling himself ‘the terror of the South Seas’ — as well as patience, 
politeness and gentleness, offering Prior the choice to continue to discuss his feelings and to use 
hypnosis as a means to reveal them further. The way in which Barker has Rivers go about his 
business self-referentially is interesting. He tells Prior to avoid the mistaken belief that the patient is 
‘putting themselves completely in the therapist’s power’. The idea of a doctor explaining his methods 
to a patient in the rigidly hierarchical society of the First World War when the disciplines of psychology 
were much less widely known than today might seem anachronistic. Indeed, the term ‘therapist’ was 
barely in currency in the 1910s. But rather than being flaws in Barker’s historical novel, such details 
help to make her subject matter appeal to its readership. It is no accident that the use of the term 
‘therapist’ peaked in the early 1990s when Regeneration was first published and that — unlike was the 
case for Sheriff’s audience — the patient/therapist dynamic was commonly depicted in popular culture. 
Thus, in her focus on alienation, Barker taps in to her readers’ understanding of and interest in ways of 
treating mental illness and of exploring emotions. 

Commentary 
• The critical view is applied to the texts. At first, it helps to define and discuss the term 

‘alienation’. It is also applied to the texts as a focus for the comparison, and it helps the 
student to understand and analyse the passage in which Stanhope describes his strange 
feelings. 

• Methods appropriate to the broad genres of drama and prose are explored, for example, 
several dramatic aspects of Journey’s End and aspects of historical fiction in Regeneration. 

• The argument proceeds by means of comparison, for example, the last paragraph begins with 
a contrast between the texts and continues to bring in comparisons as it develops. 

• Context is used in an integrated manner: it helps to develop the argument and strengthen the 
analysis. The context of reception — considering audiences/readers in the 1920s and 1990s 
— aids the comparison and adds depth to the argument. 
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